
HOME VIDEO GAME ESSAY

Free Essay: The Video Game Industry The video gaming industry has come a long way from the first home based
gaming system since the Magnavox Odyssey.

Finally, the company fails to expect the demand of that period of time what cause them over stock, and they
do not obtain the license of Donkey Kong. Although arcade games were a great hit, there were modifications
that needed to be done to them to make them smaller and more compact. The purpose of creating portable
gaming consoles was mainly to provide families with their own videogame console at their own home. In ,
Nintendo made waves again by popularizing handheld gaming with the release of its 8-bit Game Boy video
game device and the often-bundled game Tetris. Many experts fear that this violence in video games increases
violence in people in real life, causing people to act out as if they were in the video game, increasing
aggressive behavior so much that it could actually escalate to shooting, stabbing, and killing people. The
influences that video games bring about in the culture of the youth today are, in fact, not the negative
influences that most people think. When Miyamoto builds games, he always tries to do things differently than
most Not many video gamers would pay attention to characters such as their role or development because of
the enjoyment of playing computerize gaming consoles like Nintendo and PlayStation. This trend is bringing
the industry to produce more games than before. Despite featuring a touch screen remote control that allowed
off-TV gaming and being able to play Wii games, the Wii U was a commercial failureâ€”the opposite of its
competitionâ€”and was discontinued in  The screams of excited customers fill your ears. Regarding limiting
the time, experts recommend not more than one to two hours per day in front of all electronic screens,
including TV, DVDs, videos, video games and computers for non-academic use. Developers had many reason
for developing this product including making money for their company. You notice that your hands are
beginning to tremble, and you feel as though you have enough energy to literally ping off the walls. One of the
most positive effects of video games is increasing the dexterity of a child and improving his or her hand-eye
coordination. Transition- Next we will talk about current consoles and how they differ from their previous
models. The company was to license its hardware for free. Transition-First we will start off video games
created between and  Regarding content, educational games are likely to have positive effects and violent
games are likely to have negative effects. Another purpose was to give children the gift of their very own
arcade game in the comfort of their home. However, it is of utmost importance that parents be concerned
about two things: the amount of time that children play, and the content of the games that they play. They put
the PS in Hollywood movies. The data is also limited by the lack of long-term studies and inconsistent
findings. Pongwas followed by Space Invadersin Griffiths  In the same game, Sega provide a more daring
screen experience than Nintendo. Computer gaming has also reached amazing levels. Nowadays, many video
games include violence in many of its aspects such as war, stealing, slaying and many more. Anybody who
thought rationally would think it.


